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General Information:General Information:

   TR compliant ballistic, tactical helmet with versatile upgrade possibilitiesTR compliant ballistic, tactical helmet with versatile upgrade possibilities

   Available shell designs: highcut, midcut, lowcut and Available shell designs: highcut, midcut, lowcut and Pinlock for anti-scratch and anti-fogPinlock for anti-scratch and anti-fog

   Bonded rails and night vision mount for increased protection, no drill holesBonded rails and night vision mount for increased protection, no drill holes

   Compatibility with visor, gasmask, ear muffs, lights, etc.Compatibility with visor, gasmask, ear muffs, lights, etc.

    Versatile and fast adjustable retention system for high comfort (3D headnet, Sternum buckle, adjustable sides) Versatile and fast adjustable retention system for high comfort (3D headnet, Sternum buckle, adjustable sides)

   Modular concept with manifold adjustment capabilities for individual fitModular concept with manifold adjustment capabilities for individual fit

   Easy maintenance due to quickly detachable retention and suspension system (no tools)Easy maintenance due to quickly detachable retention and suspension system (no tools)

   TR compliant visor (120mm or 150mm, standard or `cut corners` design)TR compliant visor (120mm or 150mm, standard or `cut corners` design)

   Helmet cover, chin strap extender, `shooters cut` strap, visor cover, etc.Helmet cover, chin strap extender, `shooters cut` strap, visor cover, etc.

Protective Surface:Protective Surface:

   Add on VPAM 6 upgrade shell (front, rear, sides) possibleAdd on VPAM 6 upgrade shell (front, rear, sides) possible

*Other colours, protection classes and special solutions on request

Side adjustment Inside Inside attached
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Technical Data:Technical Data:

  Weight: Helmet: 1600-1890 g (size and design dependent)
 Visor: 1300 +/- 50 g (height 150 mm)

  Size: 48-56 cm (S/M), 56-62 cm (L/XL)

  Colours*: Matt Black RAL9005

  Available protection classes*:
VPAM Level 3 - HVN 2009 (with 9mm DM41-ammunition andVPAM Level 3 - HVN 2009 (with 9mm DM41-ammunition and
PP41 (special ammunition))PP41 (special ammunition))
Compliant with `Technical Guidelines -Compliant with `Technical Guidelines -
Total system ballistic helmet (Status: 05/2010)`Total system ballistic helmet (Status: 05/2010)`
STANAG 2920: V50= 690m/s (1,1FSP)STANAG 2920: V50= 690m/s (1,1FSP)
NIJ 0101.06 Level IIIa (.357 SIG and .44 Mag at 436m/s)NIJ 0101.06 Level IIIa (.357 SIG and .44 Mag at 436m/s)
HPW-TP-0401.01B Stand 10/1995: .44 Mag and 9mmHPW-TP-0401.01B Stand 10/1995: .44 Mag and 9mm
9 x 19 Action 5 at 460m/s9 x 19 Action 5 at 460m/s

Shell design example high cut


